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Some models, equipment and accessories depicted in the brochure may not be available or homologated in your country.
Contact your Can-Am dealer for more details.
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JOY OF THREE 4

RIDE PAST
REGRET.
We’ve long heard that good things come in threes. Can-Am Spyder
is living proof that it’s true. It star ts with three wheels and
three cylinders. It ends with the per fect union bet ween you,
your ride, and the open road.
In between, you’ll find everything else that makes the three-wheel
experience an experience all to itself. Like being able to leave
everything behind over and over again with a community of riders
across the world.

RIDEABLE WITH A CAR LICENCE
Can-Am Spyder is engineered to be easy to learn; just like riding a bicycle,
only infinitely faster, more exciting, and memorable. Generally, a car licence
is sufficient to ride a Spyder.
Drivers in the UK and Ireland need to be at least 21 years of age, valid on UK & Ireland
territory. For all other countries, please check your local authorities to confirm which
licence you need to obtain to ride a a Can-Am Spyder.
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GOOD THINGS COME
IN THREES.
SOMETIMES ALL
AT ONCE.

THE CAN-AM SPYDER EDGE 6

Experience the Joy of Three.
CANAMONROAD.CO.UK

THE CAN-AM SPYDER EDGE 7

There’s only one way to feel the wind race
past your helmet and over a hundred horses
between your legs with a sense of ease,
control and stability.
But don’t just take our word for it.

30% K

40% K

THERE’S A RIDE
FOR EVERY ROAD.

RIDING
POSITION

SPYDER F3

MODEL

F3™

Your adventure starts here.

What’s the perfect ride for you? Important
things to consider are the length of ride,
how much cargo you’re carrying, your
preferred riding position, and whether
or not you’ll ride with a partner. And let’s
not forget your preference for comfort
or sport performance.

STRETCH OUT
50% K
YOUR LEGS

F3-S™

60% K

Sporty performance.

70% K

80% K

RIDING
LENGTH

CARGO

SOLO
OR 2-UP

90% K

100% K
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30% K

40% K

SPYDER RT
F3-T ™

Go the extra mile.

F3 LIMITED

Cruise in comfort.

RT LIMITED

CLASSIC UPRIGHT
SEATING POSITION

Always travel first-class.

50% K

60% K

70% K

80% K

90% K

100% K
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SPORT CRUISING

F3

LET EVERYONE
ELSE BE LIKE
EVERYONE ELSE.

The perfect combination of power,
bold muscular design, stability,
and cruiser riding position,
the Can-Am Spyder F3 family is
at home in the city and on the
fast, winding roads of the country.
You can safely push the limits
of performance with the Spyder F3
and F3-S.
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COLOR

F3

STEEL BLACK
METALLIC

F3-S

COLORS

Our base model allows you
to own the road with speed
and confidence thanks to the
best-in-category braking and
Can-Am Spyder F3 performance.

MONOLITH
BLACK SATIN

Up the ante on your ride with added horsepower
and a Sport Mode that lets you find the sweet spot
of speed and control.
Plus, the new Liquid Titanium Special Series turns
heads with its Super Sport Grille, orange handlebar
and frame, and Gauge Spoiler.
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SPECIAL SERIES

OXFORD BLUE
METALLIC

LIQUID
TITANIUM

THREE-WHEEL
PERFORMANCE.
THREE-WHEEL CONTROL.
THREE-WHEEL FUN.
SPYDER F3-S FEATURES

1.

2. PERFORMANCE SHOCKS
Sport-tuned, gas-charged front
shocks give you a responsive,
sporty feel and great performance
on the most demanding roads.

3.

3. ROTA X ® 1330 ACE ™ ENGINE
Ten extra HP can only mean one
thing – better performance.
Our most powerful engine allows
you to challenge the road knowing
you have the power you want
when you need it.
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1. SPORT MODE
Activate Sport Mode when you’re
ready to take the reins and carve
up twisting roads or kick up some
dust with controlled rear tire spins.

2.

CRUISER TOURING

F3

MAKE ANY ROAD
NEW AGAIN.

Cruise in comfort while you
experience your favorite roads for
the first time all over again with
the Can-Am Spyder F3-T and
F3 Limited. It’s everything the open
air ride has to offer with the
convenience and peace of mind
of a three-wheel. Keep passengers
safe and sound, avoid objects in
a split second, and reverse without
ever having to touch the ground.
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COLORS

F3-T

LIQUID
TITANIUM

F3 LIMITED

COLORS

The Can-Am Spyder F3-T is
built with weekend getaways
in mind. Ride in comfort
thanks to the air suspension,
low windshield, and adjustable,
relaxed seating position.
And of course, there’s also
the USB port, four-speaker
sound system, and full-color
LCD display with BRP Connect™.

STEEL BLACK
METALLIC

Cruise scenic roads in pure comfort with the
Can-Am Spyder F3 Limited, featuring a relaxed,
adjustable seating position, cruise control, and nearly
37 gal (138 L) of storage. Passengers can ride with
the added benefit of heated hand grips and selfleveling rear air suspension.
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CHROME EDITION

DARK EDITION

PEARL WHITE

PHOENIX ORANGE
METALLIC

THE LONG ROAD
IS UNDERRATED.
SPYDER F3 LIMITED FEATURES

1.

2. PREMIUM AUDIO SYSTEM
Our 6-speaker sound system
comes equipped with radio, USB,
Bluetooth† and 1/8˝ (3.5 mm) audio
inputs so you can listen to your
favorite music from any device.

3.

3. CHROME OR DARK TRIM
Modern or classic, it’s up to you.
Choose the trim that best suits
your own style and taste.
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1. TOP CASE
Removable watertight top case
provides an extra 15.8 gal (60 L)
of storage, making it perfect
for not leaving anything behind
on a long-distance ride.

2.

TOURING

RT

TAKE THE
RIDE LESS
TRAVELED.

Can-Am Spyder RT models are
designed to let you and a loved one
explore the open road in the lap
of luxury with creature comforts like
an adjustable windshield, comfort
seating, and a full LCD display
equipped with BRP Connect. And
you’ll have the chance to do it all
with friends and family of the wider
Can-Am Spyder community.
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The Can-Am Spyder RT Limited
builds on the luxury of the Spyder
RT, and takes it even further with the
style of chrome or dark trim and the
comfort of the rider footboards,
without sacrificing things like storage
or the ergonomic integrated backrest.
The open road experience shouldn’t be
this comfortable.

DARK EDITION
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CHROME EDITION

COLORS

RT LIMITED

ASPHALT GREY
METALLIC

PEARL WHITE

LUXURY FOR TWO.
SPYDER RT LIMITED FEATURES

1.

2. SELF-LEVELING SUSPENSION
Rear air shocks automatically
adjust to passenger weight
to ensure comfort is never
compromised.

3.

3. CHROME OR DARK TRIM
Modern or classic, it’s up to you.
Choose the trim that best suits
your own style and taste.
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1. HEATED RIDER AND
PASSENGER GRIPS
Heated rider and passenger grips
keep you comfortable even when
the elements aren’t cooperating.
Perfect for early-season riding.

2.

MAKING THINGS
CRYSTAL CLEAR.
The display technology available on Cruiser Touring and Touring models offers a large panoramic
7.8˝ (19.8 cm) wide LCD color screen that’s visible in all conditions.

SEE EVERYTHING
With its 7.8˝ (19.8 cm) panoramic, color LCD display,
our premium gauge is larger and sharper. The gauge is
designed to reduce glare in sunny conditions, and
features brightness that automatically adjusts based on
ambient light.

INTUITIVE
CONTROLS

HANDLEBAR CONTROLS
Control smartphone apps through the handlebar with
a joystick located on the left grip.
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BIGGER
SCREEN

EASY
NAVIGATION

USE SMART
PHONE APPS

CONNECT WITH
ANY DEVICE

*Always pay careful attention to the road and do not use BRP Connect features under
conditions that will affect your safety or the safety of others.

BRP CONNECT
Connect your gauge with BRP Connect, allowing the
integration of vehicle-optimized smartphone apps.
You can get directions, listen to your favorite music,
and check the weather – all while you ride.*
To learn more about the BRP Connect technology and
to see the latest apps available visit
CANAMONROAD.CO.UK

SPYDER F3 -S
DIGITAL GAUGE
The new Can-Am Spyder F3-S digital gauge is a full
7.6˝ (19.3 cm) wide, letting you see everything at a glance,
including tachometer, odometer, trip and hour meters, gear
position, temperature, engine lights, fuel level and clock.

The Can-Am Spyder F3’s new 4.5˝ (11.4 cm) digital gauge
allows you to minimize distractions and features everything
you need, including tachometer, odometer, trip and hour
meters, gear position, temperature, engine lights, fuel level
and clock.
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SPYDER F3
DIGITAL GAUGE

THE DIFFERENCE
IS IN THE DETAILS.
All Can-Am Spyder models are powered by the Rotax 1330 ACE engine. Its three in-line cylinders
produce a high-torque response in every gear and a deep, unmistakable exhaust note. Can-Am Spyder
also has the most advanced vehicle stability system in the industry, but the ride doesn’t end there.

TRACTION CONTROL
SYSTEM (TCS)
Safely accelerate in slippery conditions thanks to the
TCS, which detects excessive wheel spin and responds
by briefly reducing engine torque.

CAN-AM SPYDER TECHNOLOGY 24

STABILITY CONTROL
SYSTEM
Developed in partnership with BOSCH†, the stability
control system assesses your intended direction and
determines the right response, applying the brakes
to the wheels individually and/or reducing excess engine
torque and giving you confidence on the road.

DYNAMIC POWER
STEERING
The electronically controlled power steering system
varies the amount of assistance depending on your
vehicle’s speed, making it easy for you to maneuver
and steer.

SEMI-AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION
Shift through six gears without ever having to
touch a clutch. The semi-automatic transmission
uses race car-style paddle shifting for quicker,
smoother shifts.

ANTI-LOCK BRAKING
SYSTEM (ABS)
ABS monitors each wheel’s rotation independently and
prevents any wheel from locking. Combined with Brembo†
brakes, it delivers maximum braking performance.

CRUISE CONTROL

REVERSE
True transmission-based reverse provides improved
maneuverability that puts complete and confident
control at your fingertips. Reverse without ever touching
the ground.

Simple, one-handed operation and quick engagement
allow you to set a comfortable pace easily. Cruise
control lets you fully appreciate the scenery around
RIDER 5' 0" (1.52 m)
you as you ride. Available on all models except
the
Can-Am Spyder F3 model.

SPYDER F3

RIDER 5' 0" (1.52 m)

RIDER 5' 8" (1.73 m)

RIDER 5' 0" (1.52 m)

RIDER 5' 8" (1.73 m)

RIDER 6' 3" (1.90 m)

RIDER 5' 8" (1.73 m)

RIDER 6' 3" (1.90 m)
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Every model in the Spyder F3 family is equipped with
our exclusive UFit™ system. UFit allows you to create
a fit tailored to your height and riding style, with
five foot peg and handlebar positions. To learn more,
visit your authorized Can-Am On-Road dealer and ask
about the showroom fit tool.

ACCESSORIZE.
ACCESSORIZE.
ACCESSORIZE.
Genuine Can-Am Spyder riding gear and accessories
are available online and at your local dealer. Find the
gear to match both your style and the elements.
Find the accessories to make your ride a ride all to itself.
Visit a dealer near you or BRPPAC.COM
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SPORT CRUISING ACCESSORIES
1. GAUGE SPOILER: Enhance the sport design of our
Can-Am Spyder F3 models with this sleek Gauge Spoiler made
of injected tinted polycarbonate.

1.

2.

2. AKRAPOVIČ † SINISTER SILENCER: Stand out with this bold, flat
black carbon and stainless steel finish. Not to mention a growl
unlike any other.
3. SHAD † SADDLEBAGS FOR CAN-AM: Waterproof, shock-resistant,
and big enough to hold a 2XL helmet. The perfect accessory
to ensure you leave nothing behind.

3.

4.

4. ROADTHUNDER † SOUNDBAR BY MT X † : Listen to music as you
ride with seamless integration from all your Bluetooth enabled
devices and convenient fingertip controls. Designed to weather
any elements with 150 watts of quality audio power.

CRUISER TOURING ACCESSORIES
1. PASSENGER ARMRESTS: Ensure passengers enjoy a long ride
as much as you do with fully adjustable armrests that adapt to all
shapes and heights.

1.

2.

2. DETACHABLE DRIVER BACKREST: Simple to install and remove,
this backrest provides lumbar support to help drivers stay out
on the road longer.

TOURING ACCESSORIES
1. TRI AXIS ADJUSTABLE HANDLEBAR: This state-of-the-art handlebar
reduces fatigue thanks to unlimited adjustment possibilities.
Adjust for height, width and arm distance.
1.

2.

2. RT PASSENGER ARMRESTS: Comfortable ergonomic design to
provide long-distance passenger comfort. Folding arms give easy
access and exit.
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YOU CAN’T RUN AWAY
FROM YOUR PROBLEMS.
RIDING WORKS, THOUGH.

CANAMONROAD.CO.UK
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Join a community
over 100,000 riders strong.
Find a riding group near you.

COMMUNITY 30
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SPYDER F3
MODEL
Engine

Power

SPYDER F3

SPYDER F3-S

105 hp (78 kW) @ 6,000 RPM

115 hp (86 kW) @ 7,250 RPM

96 lb-ft. (130 Nm) @ 5,000 RPM

Transmission

6-speed semi-automatic with reverse (SE6)

SACHS† Big-Bore shocks

Rear Suspension

LxWxH

Gas Charged FOX† PODIUM
shocks

SACHS Big-Bore shocks

SACHS shock with manual
air preload adjustment

SACHS shock

104 x 58.9 x 43.3 in. (2,642 x 1,497 x 1,099 mm)

67.3 in. (1,709 mm)

Seat Height

26.6 in. (675 mm)

Fuel Capacity

7.1 gal (27 L)

6.5 gal (24.4 L)

20.6 gal (78 L)

7.6 in. wide Digital Display
Reﬁned Front Fenders with
Integrated LED Lights
4.5 in. Digital Display
Reﬁned Front Fenders with
Integrated LED Lights
Standard Features

SACHS shock with automatic
air preload adjustment

102.2 x 58.9 x 48.9 in. (2,596 x 1,497 x 1,241 mm)

Wheelbase

Cargo

SPYDER F3 LIMITED

Rotax 1330 ACE in-line 3 cylinders, liquid-cooled with electronic fuel injection and electronic throttle control

Torque

Front Suspension

SPYDER F3-T

Deep Black High-Gloss
Front Wheels

Sport Mode
Cruise Control
Deep Black High-Gloss
Front Wheels
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F3-S Special Series model
includes all of the F3-S
standard features* plus:
a Gauge Spoiler, a Mono Seat
Cowl and Super Sport Grille
*Passenger seat also comes standard
as a separate part.

Large panoramic 7.8 in. wide
LCD color display with
BRP Connect, allowing for
the integration of
vehicle-optimized apps

36.5 gal (138 L)

Large panoramic 7.8 in. wide
LCD Color Display with
BRP Connect, allowing for
the integration of
vehicle-optimized apps
Refined Front Fenders with
Integrated LED Lights

Reﬁned Front Fenders with
Integrated LED Lights

BRP Audio Premium 6-Speaker
Sound System

BRP Audio 4-Speaker
Sound System

Cruise Control

Cruise Control
USB Port

Driver and Passenger
Footboards and Heated Grips

Deep Black High-Gloss
Front Wheels

Parts and trims available
in Chrome or Dark Editions

USB Port

Removable Top Case
Can-Am 10-Spoke Front Wheels

SPYDER RT
MODEL

SPYDER RT LIMITED

Engine

Rotax 1330 ACE in-line 3 cylinders, liquid-cooled with
electronic fuel injection and electronic throttle control

Power

115 hp (86 kW) @ 7,250 RPM

Torque

96 lb-ft. (130 Nm) @ 5,000 RPM

Transmission

6-speed semi-automatic with reverse (SE6)

Front Suspension

SACHS Big-Bore shocks

Rear Suspension

SACHS shock with automatic air preload adjustment

LxWxH

105 x 61.9 x 59.4 in. (2,667 x 1,572 x 1,510 mm)

Wheelbase

67.5 in. (1,714 mm)

Seat Height

30.4 in. (772 mm)

Fuel Capacity

6.9 gal (26 L)

Cargo

41 gal (155 L)

Large panoramic 7.8 in. wide
LCD Color Display with
BRP Connect, allowing for
the integration of
vehicle-optimized apps
Refined Front Fenders with Integrated LED Lights
BRP Audio Premium 6-Speaker Sound System
Standard Features

Adjustable Windshield
Cruise Control
USB Port
Driver and Passenger Footboards and Heated Grips
Parts and trims available
in Chrome or Dark Editions
Front Cargo Light and Liner
Can-Am 10-Spoke Front Wheels

To find a dealer near you, visit our website at canamspyder.com.
©2018 Bombardier Recreational Products Inc. (BRP). All rights reserved.
®, ™ and the BRP logo are trademarks of BRP or its affiliates. Depending
on location, products are distributed by BRP European Distribution SA,
BRP US Inc., BRP Australia Pty Ltd. or Bombardier Recreational Products
Inc.. †All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Always ride responsibly and safely. Follow all instructional and safety materials. Always observe applicable local laws and regulations. Always wear a
helmet, eye protection and appropriate protective clothing. And always remember that riding and alcohol/drugs don’t mix. BRP reserves the right, at
any time, to discontinue or change specifications, prices, designs, features,
models or equipment without incurring obligation. Some models depicted
may include optional equipment which are not available or homologated in
your country. Vehicle performance may vary depending on weather, temperature, altitude, riding ability and rider/passenger weight. Photos taken
outside European Union, on authorized terrain.

EXPLORE AN ENTIRE WORLD OF ADVENTURE WITH ALL OF OUR BRP PRODUCTS. BRP.COM

P/N: 323193040

